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The synthesis problem of the optimal control is investigated in a one-dimen-
sional linear system with a cost function which is Holderian with respect to theÈ
control and convex with respect to the final state. Under some conditions it is
proved that the closed-loop synthesis is given by a nonlinear state feedback defined
in terms of the solution of a Bernoulli type operator equation. It is also shown
that the feedback operator can be explicitly expressed by solutions of associated
algebraic equations. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIt is well known, cf., e.g., 1, 7 , that quadratic optimal control for linear
systems can be synthesized in closed-loop form by a linear state feedback
which is defined in terms of the solution of a Riccati differential equation.
w xIt was also shown in 5, 6 that a similar result holds for a one-dimensional
linear system when a Holderian criterion is substituted to the quadraticÈ
cost function, with a Bernoulli differential equation in place of the Riccati
Ž .equation see also Example 1 in Section 4 below . Recently the optimal
w xcontrol synthesis problem has been investigated in 10 for a linear system
with a criterion which is still quadratic with respect to the control but only
Ž w x.smooth convex with respect to the state see also 8, 9 . There it is proved
that the closed-loop synthesis of the optimal control can be realized by a
nonlinear state feedback involving the solution of a ``quasi-Riccati'' opera-
tor equation which can be explicitly expressed by solutions of algebraic and
integral equations. The purpose of the present paper is to show that a
similar fact holds in the case of a one-dimensional linear system when the
cost function is Holderian with respect to the control and convex withÈ
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respect to the final state, with a Bernoulli type operator equation in place
of the ``quasi-Riccati'' equation.
w xMore precisely we deal with an optimal control problem on 0, T , where
T is some fixed finite positive number, for a system governed by the linear
state equation
dx
s A s x q B s u s , 0 F s F T , x 0 s j . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ds
Here the state and control functions x and u and the initial data j take
values in R. The set of admissible control functions u is chosen as
pŽw x .U s L 0, T ; R for some fixed real number p ) 1. In what follows q
Ž .denotes the conjugate value of p, i.e., q s pr p y 1 . We assume that
Ž . w xA1 A and B are continuous functions of 0, T into R.
Then of course, for each control function u g U and arbitrary initial data
Ž .j , Eq. 1 has a uniquely defined solution which shall be called the
corresponding trajectory of the system.
We consider the performance criterion defined for a control function u
and an initial data j by
1 T p
J u; j s P x T q R s u s ds, 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hp 0
where x is the corresponding trajectory. Here p, which is the real number
involved in the definition of U, may be named the Holder index of the costÈ
function with respect to the control.
We make the following assumptions:
Ž . 1A2 P is a convex function of R into R which is C with deriva-
tive P .x
Ž . w xA3 R is a continuous function of 0, T into R such that there
Ž . w xexists a constant d ) 0 for which R s G d for each s g 0, T .
Ž .In the rest of the paper the control problem P is investigated,j
P min J u; j , 3Ž . Ž .Ž .j
ugU
Ž . Ž .where J u; j is given by 2 . More generally we shall consider the control
Ž t. w xproblem denoted by P which is, for some t g 0, T , the analogue onj
w x Ž . Ž .t, T of problem P . In that case the linear system 1 starts from j atj
t pŽw x .time t, the set of admissible control functions is U s L t, T ; R , and
tŽ . Ž . Ž .the performance criterion J u; j is defined similarly to J u; j by 2
w x Ž . Ž 0.with an integral on t, T only. Of course problems P and Pj j
coincide.
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In Section 2 the existence and uniqueness of optimal controls in prob-
Ž t.lems P are proved. Then in Section 3 a necessary condition forj
optimality is derived and a Bernoulli type operator equation to be solved
for the closed-loop synthesis of optimal controls is exhibited. The synthesis
problem is treated in Section 4 where it is shown that the solution of the
Bernoulli type equation can be explicitly expressed by solutions of alge-
braic equations. Moreover some examples are discussed.
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS
Here we show that the control problems under study are uniquely
solvable.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that assumptions A1 ] A3 are satisfied. Then
Ž . w x t tfor any t, j g 0, T = R, there exists a unique optimal control u g Uj
Ž t.for P .j
Ž .Proof. Obviously we may restrict the proof to the case of P ; i.e.,j
Ž .t s 0. Let u be arbitrary in U. The corresponding trajectory of system 1
is expressed by the formula
t
x t s f t , 0 j q f t , s B s u s ds, 0 F t F T , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .  t Ž . 4where f is the transition function; i.e., f t, s s exp H A r dr . Thens
Ž . Ž .combining 2 and 4 we get
1 T Tp
R t u t dt s J u; j y P f T , 0 j q f T , s B s u s ds .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /p 0 0
Ž . Ž . 1Now exploiting assumptions A1 ] A3 and the fact that for a C convex
function f of R into R with derivative f one hasy
f y G f 0 q f 0 y , ; y g R;Ž . Ž . Ž .y
Ž .it is immediately shown that there exist constants a j g R and b ) 0
such that
d 1 T pp5 5 5 5u F R t u t dt F J u; j q a j q b u . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U H Up p 0
But it can be easily checked that
< < p < < q 2y y pl y q p y 1 l G 0, ; l, y g R , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .
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where moreover the equality is achieved for
< < qr py s sgn l l . 69Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Hence, making use of 6 , from 5 we get
q
d b bp5 5 5 50 F u y p u q p y 1Ž .U U ž /ž /p d d
q
b
y1F J u; j q a j q q d . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /d
Ž . Ž .Since inequality 7 holds for any u g U, the infimum inf J u; j isug U
finite for a given j and a minimizing sequence is bounded so that a weakly
convergent subsequence exists in U. On the other hand, for arbitrary u
w xand ¤ in U, from the convexity one may verify that for u g 0, 1 we have
u J u; j q 1 y u J ¤ ; j G J u u q 1 y u ¤ ; jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1 T p pq R t u u t q 1 y u ¤ tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hp 0
py u u t q 1 y u ¤ t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < p Ž .Thus, since the function y “ y is strictly convex, J .; j is a strictly
convex and strongly continuous functional on U and hence weakly lower
semi-continuous. Therefore, by the basic theorem in variational analysis
Ž w x. Ž .cf., e.g., 3 , for any given j , the problem P has a unique optimalj
control.
3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
At first we give conditions that optimal controls must verify.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that assumptions A1 ] A3 are satisfied and fix
w x t t Ž t.t g 0, T and j g R. If u is the optimal control in U of problem P andj j
x t is the corresponding optimal trajectory, then the equation is ¤erified,j
qrpqrpyqrpt t tu s s y R s sgn B s B s sgn l s l s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j
w xs g t , T , 8Ž .
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where l t is gi¤en byj
t t w xl s s f T , s P x T , s g t , T , 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j x j
with
s
t t w xx s s f s, t j q f s, r B r u r dr , s g t , T . 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hj j
t
Ž .Proof. Again we may restrict the proof to the case of P ; i.e., t s 0.j
Ž w x.We just apply the Pontryagin maximum principle cf., e.g., 4 . Here the
Hamiltonian function is
1 p< <H y , ¤ , l , s s R s ¤ q l A s y q B s ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
p
Ž . Ž .From 6 and 69 it is easy to see that it achieves its minimum with respect
to ¤ at the point
qrpyqrs qr p< <¤ s y R s sgn B s B s sgn l l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
0 Ž . 0Therefore if u is the optimal control in U of problem P and x is thej j j
Ž .corresponding optimal trajectory, then Eq. 8 must be satisfied for t s 0
with l 0 the solution of the backward differential equationj
dl
0s yA s l , 0 F s F T , l T s P x T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x jds
0 Ž .Clearly this means that l must satisfy 9 for t s 0. Since moreover fromj
Ž . Ž .1 Eq. 10 holds, the proof is achieved.
Now in order to state a sufficient condition of optimality for a feedback
control we introduce the Bernoulli type partial differential equation,
S t , x q S t , x A t xŽ . Ž . Ž .t x
q qyqrpy1 w xy q B t R t S t , x s 0, t , x g 0, T = R,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . x
11Ž .
S T , x s P x , x g R.Ž . Ž .
w xA continuous mapping S of 0, T = R into R is called a solution of the
Ž .Bernoulli type Eq. 11 if it is continuously differentiable in t and x,
Ž . w xrespectively, and it satisfies 11 and moreover for any t g 0, T and
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j g R the Cauchy problem,
dx q qrpyqrps A s x y B s R s sgn S s, x S s, x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x xds
t F s F T , x t s j , 12Ž . Ž .
w xhas a global continuous solution on t, T . Notice that the properties of S
Ž .then assure that the solution of 12 is unique.
Now we are able to give a statement which shows the relationship of Eq.
Ž . Ž t.11 with the closed-loop synthesis of the optimal control problem P .j
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that assumptions A1 ] A3 are satisfied. Let S
Ž . w xbe a solution of the Bernoulli type Eq. 11 and fix t g 0, T and j g R. Let
t Ž . t Ž .x be the solution of Eq. 12 . Then x is the optimal trajectory of system 1 inj j
Ž t. tthe optimal control problem P . In other words, if u is the state feedbackj j
w xcontrol defined for s g t, T by
qrpyqrptu s s y R s sgn B s B sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j
qrpt t= sgn S s, x s S s, x s , 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /x j x j
t Ž t. Ž .then u is the optimal control of problem P . Moreo¤er the number S t, jj j
tŽ . Ž t.is the minimum ¤alue of the performance criterion J .; j in problem P ;j
Ž . tŽ t .i.e., S t, j s J u ; j .j
Ž . Ž .Proof. At first observe that from 6 and 69 the quantity
1 p< <R s ¤ q S s, y B s ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .yp
achieves its minimum with respect to ¤ at the point
qrpqrpyqrp¤ s y R s sgn B s B s sgn S s, y S s, yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .y y
and that the value of the minimum is
qqyqrpy1yq R s B s S s, y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . y
Ž w x.Therefore, according to the Bellman principle of optimality cf., e.g., 4 ,
Ž .Eq. 11 is nothing but the so-called Bellman or Hamilton]Jacobi equation
Ž t.associated to problems P .j
Ž .Here again we restrict the proof of the assertions to the case of P ,j
i.e., we take t s 0. Let u g U be any admissible control and let x be the
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Ž .corresponding trajectory of system 1 starting from j at time 0. Then from
Ž .11 we have
S s, x s q S s, x s A s x sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .s y
1 pq S s, x s B s u s q R s u s G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y p
Ž .Thus, taking 1 into account, it follows that
d dx 1 p
S s, x s s S s, x s q S s, x s s G y R s u s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .s s yds ds p
Hence, integrating from 0 to T , we get
1 T p
S T , x T y S 0, x 0 G y R s u s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Hp 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .and, since x 0 s j and S T , y s P y , also
1 T p
S 0, j F P x T q R s u s ds s J u; j . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hp 0
0 Ž . 0 Ž .Now for u defined by 13 for t s 0 with x the solution of 12 we havej j
qrpq yqrp0 0 0B s u s s y B s R s sgn S s, x s S s, x s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /j y j y j
Therefore, due to uniqueness, x 0 is nothing but the trajectory of systemj
Ž . 01 corresponding to the feedback control u which is admissible in U.j
Ž 0 0. Ž .With u , x substituted to u, x , calculations similar to those abovej j
Ž .which have led to 14 apply with equality throughout in place of inequality
to give
S 0, j s J u0 ; j . 15Ž . Ž .Ž .j
Ž . Ž . 0 Ž .But 14 and 15 say exactly that u is optimal and that S 0, j is thej
Ž .minimum value of the performance criterion in problem P .j
Ž .Remark 1. a Of course Proposition 3 says that if a solution S of the
Ž .Bernoulli type Eq. 11 can be found then the closed-loop synthesis of
Ž t.optimal controls in problems P is given by the state feedback operatorj
Ž . w xF defined for s, x g 0, T = R by
qrpqrpyqrpF s, x s y R s sgn B s B s sgn S s, x S s, x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .y y
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Ž . Ž .b Let us point out that the Bernoulli type Eq. 11 is not the exact
w xanalogue of the ``quasi-Riccati'' equation used in 10 . Indeed here, due to
the last assertion in Proposition 3, the partial differential equation con-
w xcerns the so-called value function of the control problem. But in 10 the
partial differential equation concerns the partial derivative of the value
function with respect to the space variable.
4. CLOSED-LOOP SYNTHESIS
In this section we study the closed-loop synthesis problem on the basis
of optimality conditions exhibited in Section 3. At first we start with an
example which illustrates the solvability of the problem.
EXAMPLE 1. Here we consider the particular case where the cost
function is also Holderian with index p with respect to the final state ofÈ
Ž . Ž . < < pthe system. This means that we take P y s 1rp P y for all y g R
Ž .where P is a given nonnegative number. Let us look for a solution of 11
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < pin the form S t, y s 1rp S t y where S is some derivable function.
Since for such an S we have
1 p py1Ç < < < <S s, y s S s y , S s, y s S s sgn y y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s yp
Ž .from 11 we get the equation
Ç p p< < < <S s y q pA s S s yŽ . Ž . Ž .
q qyqrp p< < w xy p y 1 R s B s S s y s 0, s, y g 0, T = R,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
< < p < < pS T y s P y , y g R,Ž .
or equivalently
q qyqrpÇS s q pA s S s y p y 1 R s B s S s s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
S T s P . 16Ž . Ž .
Ž .But the Bernoulli differential Eq. 16 has a unique nonnegative continu-
w xous solution S which is given for s g 0, T by
1yp
T q pyqrpyqr pS s s P q R s B r f T , r dr f T , s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /s
Ž . Ž . < < py1 Ž . Ž .It is easy to verify that with S s sgn y y in place of S s, y , Eq. 12y
becomes
dx qrpq y1s A s y B s R s S s x , t F s F T , x t s j ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ds
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t w xwhich has a global solution x on t, T . Then we may apply Proposition 3j
Ž .and Remark 1 a to get that here the closed-loop synthesis of optimal
Ž t.controls in problems P is given by the linear state feedback operator Fj
Ž . w xdefined for s, x g 0, T = R by
qrp qy1R s B s f T , sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
F s, x s ysgn B s x .Ž . Ž .Ž . qyqrpyqr p TP q H R r B r f T , r drŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .s
Ž .Of course for p s 2 and then also q s 2 , the result reduces to the
Ž .well-known result in the quadratic case where Eq. 16 reduces to a Riccati
differential equation.
Now we investigate the case of a more general term P in the cost
t Ž t. tfunction. Let u be the optimal control in problem P and let x be thej j j
Ž . Ž .corresponding optimal trajectory. Then from Proposition 2, by 8 and 9
w xwe get for r g t, T
qrpyqrptu r s y R r sgn B r B r f T , rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .j
qrpt t= sgn P x T P x T .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x j x j
Ž .Hence, inserting this into 10 for s s T , it comes that
T qyqrptx T s f T , t j y R r B r f T , r drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hj
t
qrpt t= sgn P x T P x T .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž x j x j
t Ž .In other words, x T appears for x s j as a solution of the algebraicj
equation in the variable y g R,
y q L t Q y s f T , t x , 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where L is the positive function defined by
T qyqrp w xL t s R r B r f T , r dr , t g 0, T 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
t
and Q is the function given by
qrp
Q x s sgn P x P x , x g R. 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x x
tŽ .Moreover, from the definition of J .; j we can also write
1 p
t t t tJ u ; j s P x T q L t Q x T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j jp
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Then, taking into account the last assertion in Proposition 3, provided that
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .for all t, x g 0, T = R Eq. 17 has a unique solution y s H t, x , we
get the following function S as a candidate to solve the Bernoulli type
Ž .Eq. 11 :
1 p
S t , x s P H t , x q L t Q H t , x . 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
p
So we investigate uniqueness and differentiability of the solution of the
Ž .synthesis Eq. 17 . We need to introduce the following complementary
assumption:
Ž . Ž . 1A4 Q defined by 19 is a C function with derivative Q .x
Ž . Ž .Let us mention that typical examples of functions P satisfying A1 ] A4
Ž . < < aare P x s x for any fixed a G p. Notice that the convexity of P,
Ž .assumed by A1 , implies that the function Q is nondecreasing so that if
Ž . Ž .A4 is fulfilled then also Q G 0. Moreover by definition 19 we havex
p q
sgn Q x s sgn P x , Q x s P x . 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x x
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Suppose that assumptions A1 ] A4 are satisfied. Then for
Ž . w xany t, x g 0, T = R there exists a unique solution y g R, denoted by
Ž . Ž . Ž .y s H t, x , of Eq. 17 , where L and Q are the functions defined by 18 and
Ž . Ž .19 , respecti¤ely. The mapping H is continuously differentiable in t, x and
its partial deri¤ati¤es are
y1
H t , x s 1 q L t Q H t , x f T , t 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .x x
and
qyqrpR t B t f T , t Q H t , x y A t f T , t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
H t , x s .Ž .t 1 q L t Q H t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .x
23Ž .
Proof. From the discussion above, existence is already proved. So we
have only to prove uniqueness and differentiability. Define a mapping
C t , x , y s y q L t Q y y f T , t x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Since L and Q are nonnegative, the derivativey
C t , x , y s 1 q L t Q yŽ . Ž . Ž .y y
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Žis boundedly invertible. Hence by the implicit function theorem cf., e.g.,
w x. Ž .2 we conclude that the solution of Eq. 17 is unique and differentiable
in variables t and x. Moreover
C t , x , H t , x C t , x , H t , xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .x t
H t , x s y , H t , x s y .Ž . Ž .x tC t , x , H t , x C t , x , H t , xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .y y
Computing derivatives C , C , and C and substituting their expressionsy x t
Ž . Ž .into the above equalities one easily gets 22 and 23 .
Now we are able to state our result about the synthesis problem.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that assumptions A1 ] A4 are satisfied. De-
w x Ž .fine the mapping S on 0, T = R by Eq. 20 where H is the mapping shown
Ž .in Lemma 1. Then S is a solution of the Bernoulli type Eq. 11 . Moreo¤er the
following identity holds,
w xS t , x s P H t , x f T , t , t , x g 0, T = R. 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x x
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Since for L given by 18 one has L T s 0, is obvious from 17
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that H T , x s x and then also from 20 that S T , x s P x .
Ž . Ž .From 20 and 21 we obtain
S t , x s P H t , x q L t sgn Q H t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Žx x
py1
= Q H t , x Q H t , x H t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x x
s 1 q L t Q H t , x P H t , x H t , x . 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x x x
Ž . Ž .Hence, making use of 22 , we see that Eq. 24 holds.
Ž .Similarly, from 18 , we get
S t , x s 1 q L t Q H t , x P H t , x H t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t x x t
1 pqyqrpy R t B t f T , t Q H t , x . 26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
p
Ž . Ž .Now, from 25 and 26 , we may write
S t , x q S t , x A t xŽ . Ž . Ž .t x
s 1 q L t Q H t , x P H t , x H t , x q H t , x A t xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x x t x
1 pqyqrpy R t B t f T , t Q H t , x . 27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
p
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Ž . Ž .But, combining 22 and 23 , we have
qyqrpR t B t f T , t Q H t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
H t , x q H t , x A t x s .Ž . Ž . Ž .t x 1 q L t Q H t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .x
28Ž .
Ž . Ž .Therefore, by 27 and 28 we may rewrite
S t , x q S t , x A t xŽ . Ž . Ž .t x
qyqrps R t B t f T , t Q H t , x P H t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . x
1 pqyqrpq R t B t f T , t Q H t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
p
Ž . Ž .Again, making use of 19 and 21 , it follows that
S t , x q S t , x A t xŽ . Ž . Ž .t x
qqyqrpy1s q R t B t f T , t P H t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . x
Ž .Consequently, taking 24 into account, we get
qyqrpy1S t , x q S t , x A t x s q R t B t S t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t x x
Ž .what means that Eq. 11 is verified.
Finally we prove the existence of a global solution to the Cauchy
Ž .problem 12 . In fact, in view of the uniqueness just proved, the optimal
t Ž t.trajectory x of problem P satisfiesj j
t t w xx s s H s, x T , s g t , T .Ž . Ž .Ž .j j
t Ž .Then, by Proposition 2, we see that this x is a global solution of 12 .j
Ž . Ž .Remark 2. a Due to Remark 1 a , we can interpret Proposition 4 in
the sense that the closed-loop synthesis of optimal controls in problems
Ž t. Ž . w xP is given by the state feedback operator F defined for t, x g 0, T =j
R by
qrpyqrpF t , x s y R t sgn B t B tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
qrp
= sgn P H t , x P H t , x f T , t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .x x
Ž .b Notice that when p s q s 2, the result reduces to Theorem 4.2 in
w x Ž . Ž .10 . Indeed in that case assumptions A1 and A4 require nothing but
that P is a C 2 and convex function.
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1 pŽ . Ž . < < Ž .c In the case where P x s P x with P G 0, we have P x sxp
Ž . < < py1 Ž . qr p Ž .P sgn x x . Hence Q x s P x, and the synthesis Eq. 17 , which
becomes
y q P qr pL t y s f T , t x ,Ž . Ž .
has the unique solution
y1qr pH t , x s 1 q P L t f T , t x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Therefore Proposition 4 can be applied and, from Remark 2 a , it is easy
to verify that one finds again the solution of the synthesis problem
obtained in Example 1 above.
Now let us investigate some complementary examples where the solu-
tion of the synthesis problem can be explicitly expressed.
Ž . < < 2 py1EXAMPLE 2. Here we take P x s P x with P G 0. We have
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < 2Ž py1. Ž . ŽŽ . .q r pP x s 2 p y 1 P sgn x x . Hence Q x s 2 p y 1 Px
Ž . 2 Ž .sgn x x and the synthesis Eq. 17 becomes
qrp 2y q 2 p y 1 P L t sgn y y s f T , t x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Therefore Proposition 4 can be applied and it is readily seen here that
Ž .H t, x s x for t s T and
1r2qrp < <1 q 4 2 p y 1 P L t f T , t x y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
H t , x s sgn xŽ . Ž . qrp2 2 p y 1 P L tŽ . Ž .Ž .
w .for t g 0, T .
Ž . < < 3 py2EXAMPLE 3. Here we take P x s P x with P G 0. We have
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < 3Ž py1. Ž . ŽŽ . .qr p 3P x s 3 p y 2 P sgn x x . Hence Q x s 3 p y 2 P x andx
Ž .the synthesis Eq. 17 becomes
qrp 3y q 3 p y 2 P L t y s f T , t x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Therefore again Proposition 4 can be applied. Moreover, according to
Cardan's formula, it is readily seen that the unique solution of the
Ž .synthesis equation is H t, x s x for t s T and
1r3 1r3
f T , t x f T , t xŽ . Ž .1r2 1r2H t , x s D t , x q y D t , x yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2b t 2b tŽ . Ž .
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w .for t g 0, T , where
2 3f T , t x 1Ž .
D t , x s qŽ .
2b t 3b tŽ . Ž .
with
qrp
b t s 3 p y 2 P L t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Observe that taking p s q s 2 here, we again find the result of the
w xexample in Section 7 of 10 .
5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
In the present paper the problem of open-loop synthesis of optimal
control has been completely solved for a one-dimensional linear system
with a cost function which is Holderian with respect to the control andÈ
convex with respect to the final state. In the particular situation where the
w xHolder index is equal to 2, our result reduces to that of 10 concerning aÈ
cost function which remains quadratic with respect to the control. It seems
that for a one-dimensional system, the extension of our developments to
the case of cost functions containing a term involving the current state is
w xfeasible so that the parallel with 10 could be completed. But, probably,
possible extensions to multidimensional systems will require more work.
These questions will be investigated in a forthcoming study.
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